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Agriculture as a sector; Factor growth and allocation; Technology; Static and dynamic
behavior.
This is a book about statistical distributions, their properties, and their application to modelling
the dependence of the location, scale, and shape of the distribution of a response variable on
explanatory variables. It will be especially useful to applied statisticians and data scientists in a
wide range of application areas, and also to those interested in the theoretical properties of
distributions. This book follows the earlier book ‘Flexible Regression and Smoothing: Using
GAMLSS in R’, [Stasinopoulos et al., 2017], which focused on the GAMLSS model and
software. GAMLSS (the Generalized Additive Model for Location, Scale, and Shape, [Rigby
and Stasinopoulos, 2005]), is a regression framework in which the response variable can have
any parametric distribution and all the distribution parameters can be modelled as linear or
smooth functions of explanatory variables. The current book focuses on distributions and their
application. Key features: Describes over 100 distributions, (implemented in the GAMLSS
packages in R), including continuous, discrete and mixed distributions. Comprehensive
summary tables of the properties of the distributions. Discusses properties of distributions,
including skewness, kurtosis, robustness and an important classification of tail heaviness.
Includes mixed distributions which are continuous distributions with additional specific values
with point probabilities. Includes many real data examples, with R code integrated in the text
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for ease of understanding and replication. Supplemented by the gamlss website. This book will
be useful for applied statisticians and data scientists in selecting a distribution for a univariate
response variable and modelling its dependence on explanatory variables, and to those
interested in the properties of distributions.
INTRODUCTORY ECONOMETRICS: A MODERN APPROACH, 4e International Edition
illustrates how empirical researchers think about and apply econometric methods in real-world
practice. The text's unique approach reflects the fact that undergraduate econometrics has
moved beyond just a set of abstract tools to being genuinely useful for answering questions in
business, policy evaluation, and forecasting environments. The systematic approach, which
reduces clutter by introducing assumptions only as they are needed, makes absorbing the
material easier and leads to better econometric practices. Its unique organization separates
topics by the kinds of data being analyzed , leading to an appreciation for the important issues
that arise in drawing conclusions from the different kinds of data economists use. Packed with
relevant applications, INTRODUCTORY ECONOMETRICS offers a wealth of interesting
data sets that can be used to reproduce the examples in the text or as the starting point for
original research projects.
"This book investiges machine learning (ML), one of the most fruitful fields of current
research, both in the proposal of new techniques and theoretic algorithms and in their
application to real-life problems"--Provided by publisher.
Reuse and Recycling
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Report of the Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident
Simulation-based Econometric Methods
The Organization of Firms in a Global Economy
Agriculture and Economic Growth
Strategic Design and Innovation for Tomorrow’s Organization
Slave Labor in Nazi Concentration Camps examines the slave labor
carried out by concentration camp prisoners from 1942 and the
effect this had on the German wartime economy. This work goes far
beyond the sociohistorical 'reconstructions' that dominate
Holocaust studies - it combines cultural history with structural
history, drawing relationships between social structures and
individual actions. It also considers the statements of both
perpetrators and victims, and takes the biographical approach as
the only possible way to confront the destruction of the individual in
the camps after the fact. The first chapter presents a comparative
analysis of slave labor across the different concentration camps,
including Auschwitz, Buchenwald, and Dachau. The subsequent
chapters analyse the similarities and differences between various
subcamps where prisoners were utilised for the wartime economy,
based on the example of the 86 subcamps of Neuengamme
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concentration camp, which were scattered across northern Germany.
The most significant difference between conditions at the various
subcamps was that in some, hardly any prisoners died, while in
others, almost half of them did. This work carries out a systematic
comparison of the subcamp system, a kind of study which does not
exist for any other camp system. This is of great significance,
because by the end of the war most concentration camps had placed
over 80 percent of their prisoners in subcamps. This work therefore
offers a comparative framework that is highly useful for further
examinations of National Socialist concentration camps, and may
also be of benefit to comparative studies of other camp systems,
such as Stalin's gulags.
This carefully edited book covers a wide range of application areas
of soft computing like optimization, data analysis and data mining,
fault diagnosis, control as well as traffic and transportation systems.
It contains 25 revised contributions from the 8th Online World
Conferences on Soft Computing (WSC8). The collected papers show
how the major soft computing techniques, fuzzy systems, neural
networks and evolutionary algorithms and especially hybrid systems
combining methods from these fields, lead to successful industrial
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applications. The reader will find an interesting, inspiring and wide
variety of soft computing techniques and applications in this book.
Nonsense is the best compilation and study of verbal logical
fallacies available anywhere. It is a handbook of the myriad ways we
go about being illogical—how we deceive others and ourselves, how
we think and argue in ways that are disorderly, disorganized, or
irrelevant. Nonsense is also a short course in nonmathematical
logical thinking, especially important for students of philosophy and
economics. A book of remarkable scholarship, Nonsense is
unexpectedly relaxed, informal, and accessible.
Why in 2015 are there still large gender differences in economic
success? This volume consists of a set of state of the art research
articles to answer this question. Focus areas include educational
attainment, financial risk management, bargaining power, social
mobility, and intergenerational transfers in the US and abroad.
Electric Circuits
Government and Business
The Offshoring Challenge
Proceedings of 7th Computer Science On-line Conference 2018,
Volume 2
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Graphical Models in Applied Multivariate Statistics
Characteristics, Investor Knowledge, and Sources of Information
The statistical and mathematical principles of smoothing with a focus on applicable
techniques are presented in this book. It naturally splits into two parts: The first part is
intended for undergraduate students majoring in mathematics, statistics, econometrics
or biometrics whereas the second part is intended to be used by master and PhD
students or researchers. The material is easy to accomplish since the e-book character
of the text gives a maximum of flexibility in learning (and teaching) intensity.
The Wiley Paperback Series makes valuable content more accessible to a new
generation of statisticians, mathematicians and scientists. Graphical models--a subset
of log-linear models--reveal the interrelationships between multiple variables and
features of the underlying conditional independence. This introduction to the use of
graphical models in the description and modeling of multivariate systems covers
conditional independence, several types of independence graphs, Gaussian models,
issues in model selection, regression and decomposition. Many numerical examples
and exercises with solutions are included. This book is aimed at students who require a
course on applied multivariate statistics unified by the concept of conditional
independence and researchers concerned with applying graphical modelling
techniques.
Reviews the circumstances surrounding the Challenger accident to establish the
probable cause or causes of the accident. Develops recommendations for corrective or
other action based upon the Commission1s findings and determinations. Color photos,
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charts and tables.
This volume explores the economies of countries in Asia, as well as the former Soviet
socialist bloc countries of Central Asia and the Balkans. It analyses the region from the
perspective of globalization and regional economic integration, economic growth and
sustainable development, international trade and finance, money market and banking
systems, labor market and external migration, energy and agricultural sectors. This
book will appeal to anyone who is interested in economies of this region, their transition
process towards a market economy regime, and their integration in the global world,
including academicians from any field of social sciences, as well as decision makers,
politicians, businessmen and journalists.
Organising for Innovation and Change
Nonparametric and Semiparametric Models
Determinants of Innovation
Introductory Econometrics
An Introduction to Victimology
Reverse Logistics Opportunities
This volume covers a wide range of existing and emerging topics in applied health
economics, including behavioural economics, medical care risk, social insurance,
discrete choice models, cost-effectiveness analysis, health and immigration, and
more.
Now readers can master the fundamentals of electric circuits with Kang’s ELECTRIC
CIRCUITS. Readers learn the basics of electric circuits with common design
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practices and simulations as the book presents clear step-by-step examples,
practical exercises, and problems. Each chapter includes several examples and
problems related to circuit design, with answers for odd-numbered questions so
learners can further prepare themselves with self-guided study and practice.
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS covers everything from DC circuits and AC circuits to Laplace
transformed circuits. MATLAB scripts for certain examples give readers an
alternate method to solve circuit problems, check answers, and reduce laborious
derivations and calculations. This edition also provides PSpice and Simulink
examples to demonstrate electric circuit simulations. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Presents a new research program that is transforming the study of international
trade. Until a few years ago, models of international trade did not recognize the
heterogeneity of firms and exporters, and could not provide good explanations of
international production networks. Now such models exist and are explored in this
volume.
This book introduces a new generation of statistical econometrics. After linear
models leading to analytical expressions for estimators, and non-linear models
using numerical optimization algorithms, the availability of high- speed computing
has enabled econometricians to consider econometric models without simple
analytical expressions. The previous difficulties presented by the presence of
integrals of large dimensions in the probability density functions or in the moments
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can be circumvented by a simulation-based approach. After a brief survey of
classical parametric and semi-parametric non-linear estimation methods and a
description of problems in which criterion functions contain integrals, the authors
present a general form of the model where it is possible to simulate the
observations. They then move to calibration problems and the simulated analogue
of the method of moments, before considering simulated versions of maximum
likelihood, pseudo-maximum likelihood, or non-linear least squares. The general
principle of indirect inference is presented and is then applied to limited dependent
variable models and to financial series.
Theory and Measurement
Internal Labor Markets and Manpower Analysis
Knowledge Management and Acquisition for Smart Systems and Services
The Mathematics of the Uncertain
Red Herrings, Straw Men and Sacred Cows: How We Abuse Logic in Our Everyday
Language
Organizations as Knowledge Systems

Estudio sobre diseño y
reciclaje, que hoy día
puntos más importantes
empresas.
This book is a tribute

mejora de los programas de
se nos muestra como uno de los
a tener en cuenta en el éxito de las
to Professor Pedro Gil, who created
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the Department of Statistics, OR and TM at the University
of Oviedo, and a former President of the Spanish Society of
Statistics and OR (SEIO). In more than eighty original
contributions, it illustrates the extent to which
Mathematics can help manage uncertainty, a factor that is
inherent to real life. Today it goes without saying that,
in order to model experiments and systems and to analyze
related outcomes and data, it is necessary to consider
formal ideas and develop scientific approaches and
techniques for dealing with uncertainty. Mathematics is
crucial in this endeavor, as this book demonstrates. As
Professor Pedro Gil highlighted twenty years ago, there are
several well-known mathematical branches for this purpose,
including Mathematics of chance (Probability and
Statistics), Mathematics of communication (Information
Theory), and Mathematics of imprecision (Fuzzy Sets Theory
and others). These branches often intertwine, since
different sources of uncertainty can coexist, and they are
not exhaustive. While most of the papers presented here
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address the three aforementioned fields, some hail from
other Mathematical disciplines such as Operations Research;
others, in turn, put the spotlight on real-world studies
and applications. The intended audience of this book is
mainly statisticians, mathematicians and computer
scientists, but practitioners in these areas will certainly
also find the book a very interesting read.
Focusing on how small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
can improve their performance and create and sustain longterm competitive advantage, this text draws upon empirical
evidence to illustrate how SMEs can become more innovative
through the introduction of new products and services.
The continuous search for efficiency gains and the goal of
attaining a sustainable competitive advantage have steadily
increased the volume of goods and services procured
globally from third party vendors. In this context, named
as “the next wave of globalization”, the offshoring
phenomenon has stimulated research and political debates.
With the rise of services offshoring, international value
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chain disaggregation for services has reached a formerly
unknown scale. Also, it is increasingly complex
transactions, requiring a higher degree of qualification,
which are becoming subject to offshoring as well. The
Offshoring Challenge: Strategic Design and Innovation for
Tomorrow’s Organization features selected chapters by an
international research community on the topic of
offshoring. All potential business models from offshore
outsourcing to third party providers are covered, from
cooperative arrangements to internal organizational set-ups
including captive offshore centers. Contributions have
significant insights regarding: the increasing offshoring
of knowledge-intensive services; the offshoring process;
business models incorporating offshoring; the hidden costs
of offshoring; and the administration of offshoring
activities within firms The book is aimed at a broad
audience of scholars, students and practitioners in the
fields of strategy, international business and operations
management.
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Health Econometrics
The Macroeconomics of Populism in Latin America
Artificial Intelligence and Algorithms in Intelligent
Systems
Using GAMLSS in R
International Gender and Health Perspectives
Technological and Industrial Applications Associated with
Intelligent Logistics
This book substitutes rigorous and systematic analysis for the undocumented claims
that have characterized the debate on "redlining"--the denial of mortgage money to
poorer neighborhoods. In addition, Schafer and Ladd discuss discrimination against
individuals, appraisal practices, and the likelihood of default, analyze recent policy
decisions, and recommend a range of new policies. The thorough documentation that
supports this analysis was obtained through an examination of individual mortgage
applications--denials as well as approvals--in New York and California, the only two
states in which such data is available, its disclosure mandated under state law.One of
the book's major findings is that discrimination in home financing is based far more on
an individual's race than on the location of the property--that although the redlining
debate has turned on the issue of geographic discrimination, the underlying reality is
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one of racial discrimination, and individuals are more often the targets than are
neighborhoods.After an introductory chapter, "Discrimination in Mortgage Lending"
takes up default risk in mortgage lending, appraisal practices, the flow of funds, lending
decision models, the decision to lend in California, mortgage credit terms in California,
the decision to lend in New York, mortgage credit terms in New York, a summary of
results, and recommendations.
Knowledge has only recently been widely recognized as an organizational asset, the
effective management of which can afford a firm competitive advantage. This book
takes an interdisciplinary approach to knowledge management relating it to business
strategy, dynamic capabilities and firm performance. Some of the most eminent
scholars in management have contributed to this timely book, including John Seely
Brown, Chris Argyris, Georg von Krogh, Soumitra Dutta, Howard Thomas and John
McGee, Arie Lewin and Silvia Massini. The book offers practitioners and students alike
state of the art research in the field of organizational knowledge and management
A first in the field when initially published and now a true classic, CRIME VICTIMS: AN
INTRODUCTION TO VICTIMOLOGY, 8E, International Edition offers the most
comprehensive and balanced exploration of victimology available today. The author
examines the victims' plight, carefully placing statistics from the FBI's Uniform Crime
Report and Bureau of Justice Statistics National Crime Victimization Survey in context.
The text systematically investigates how victims are currently handled by the criminal
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justice system, analyzes the goals of the victims' rights movement, and discusses what
the future is likely to hold. This Eighth edition expands coverage of human trafficking,
crimes on campus, identity theft, stalking, motor vehicle theft, prison attacks, and
similar high-profile issues.
The second edition of this bestselling textbook retains its unique learning-by-doing
approach to econometrics. Rather than relying on complex theoretical discussions and
complicated mathematics, this book explains econometrics from a practical point of
view by walking the student through real-life examples, step by step. Damodar
Gujarati's clear, concise, writing style guides students from model formulation, to
estimation and hypothesis-testing, through to post-estimation diagnostics. The basic
statistics needed to follow the book are covered in an appendix, making the book a
flexible and self-contained learning resource. The textbook is ideal for undergraduate
students in economics, business, marketing, finance, operations research and related
disciplines. It is also intended for students in MBA programs across the social sciences,
and for researchers in business, government and research organizations who require
econometrics. New to this Edition: - Two brand new chapters on Quantile Regression
Modeling and Multivariate Regression Models. - Two further additional chapters on
hierarchical linear regression models and bootstrapping are available on the book's
website - New extended examples accompanied by real-life data - New student
exercises at the end of each chapter
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Extended Working Life Policies
A Modern Perspective, Second Edition
Handbook of Research on Machine Learning Applications and Trends: Algorithms,
Methods, and Techniques
11th International Workshop, PKAW 2010, Daegue, Korea, August 30 - 31, 2010,
Proceedings
Seller Reputation
Soft Computing: Methodologies and Applications
This open access book addresses the current debate on extended working life policy by
considering the influence of gender and health on the experiences of older workers.
Bringing together an international team of scholars, it tackles issues as gender, health
status and job/ occupational characteristics that structure the capacity and outcomes
associated with working longer. The volume starts with an overview of the empirical and
policy literature; continues with a discussion of the relevant theoretical perspectives;
includes a section on available data and indicators; followed by 25 very concise and
unique country reports that highlight the main extended working life (EWL) research
findings and policy trajectories at the national level. It identifies future directions for
research and addresses issues associated with effective policy-making. This volume
fills an important gap in the knowledge of the consequences of EWL and it will be an
invaluable source for both researchers and policy makers.
Handbook of Research on Decision Sciences and Applications in the Transportation
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SectorIGI Global
It's been over a decade since the first edition of Measurement Error in Nonlinear Models
splashed onto the scene, and research in the field has certainly not cooled in the
interim. In fact, quite the opposite has occurred. As a result, Measurement Error in
Nonlinear Models: A Modern Perspective, Second Edition has been revamped and ex
Collection of papers by leading researchers in computational mathematics, suitable for
graduate students and researchers.
Econometrics by Example
Nonsense
Eurasian Economies
Competitive Advantage in SMEs
Risk Topography
Luxury Brand Management

The recent financial crisis and the difficulty of using
mainstream macroeconomic models to accurately monitor and assess
systemic risk have stimulated new analyses of how we measure
economic activity and the development of more sophisticated
models in which the financial sector plays a greater role.
Markus Brunnermeier and Arvind Krishnamurthy have assembled
contributions from leading academic researchers, central
bankers, and other financial-market experts to explore the
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possibilities for advancing macroeconomic modeling in order to
achieve more accurate economic measurement. Essays in this
volume focus on the development of models capable of
highlighting the vulnerabilities that leave the economy
susceptible to adverse feedback loops and liquidity spirals.
While these types of vulnerabilities have often been identified,
they have not been consistently measured. In a financial world
of increasing complexity and uncertainty, this volume is an
invaluable resource for policymakers working to improve current
measurement systems and for academics concerned with
conceptualizing effective measurement.
Micro-econometric analyses cover a wide range of new innovation
'input' and 'output' indicators. Among the robust findings about
determinants of innovation is evidence on the importance of
technological opportunity, of appropriability of innovation
benefits, and of Schmooklerian demand-pull effects. As opposed
to the evidence from standard R&D data, small firms appear more
innovative and the impact of market power on innovation is, in
the best case, modest.
Seller Reputation introduces a unifying framework that embeds a
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number of different approaches to seller reputation,
incorporating both hidden information and hidden action. This
framework is used to stress that the way in which consumers
learn affects both behavior and outcomes. In particular, the
extent to which information is generated and socially aggregated
determines the efficiency of markets. After reviewing these
theoretical building blocks, Seller Reputation examines several
applications and empirical concerns. It highlights that the
environment in which a transaction is embedded helps determine
whether the transaction will occur and how parties will behave.
Institutions, ranging from the design of online markets to norms
in a community, can be understood as ensuring that concerns for
reputation lead to more efficient outcomes. Similarly, the
desire to affect consumer beliefs regarding the firm's
incentives can help us understand strategic firm decisions that
seem unrelated to the particular transactions they wish to
promote. Seller Reputation concludes by considering slightly
different models of reputation that lie beyond the scope of this
framework, briefly reviewing the somewhat sparse empirical
literature and suggesting future directions for research.
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The advancements in decision sciences theory and applications
can be regarded as a continuously emerging field in all areas of
interest including technology, industry, energy, healthcare,
education, agriculture, social sciences, and more. Managers in
all disciplines face an endless list of complex issues every
day. One of the essential managerial skills is the ability to
allocate and utilize limited resources appropriately in the
efforts of achieving optimal performance efficiently. This is no
less important for those who work in the transportation sector.
The Handbook of Research on Decision Sciences and Applications
in the Transportation Sector explores the importance of decision
sciences and the ways in which they apply to the transportation
sector. This book covers technologies and tools including
machine learning, mathematical modeling, and simulation and
their applications in such tasks as reducing fuel costs,
improving passenger flow, and ensuring vehicle safety. It is an
essential reference source for managers, professionals in the
transport industry, supply chain specialists, safety officers,
IT consultants, executives, practitioners, scientists, students,
researchers, and academicians.
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Systemic Risk and Macro Modeling
Foundations of Computational Mathematics
A Modern Approach
A World of Privilege
Discrimination in Mortgage Lending
This book presents the latest trends and approaches in artificial intelligence research
and its application to intelligent systems. It discusses hybridization of algorithms,
new trends in neural networks, optimisation algorithms and real-life issues related to
the application of artificial methods. The book constitutes the second volume of the
refereed proceedings of the Artificial Intelligence and Algorithms in Intelligent
Systems of the 7th Computer Science On-line Conference 2018 (CSOC 2018), held
online in April 2018.
The definitive guide to managing a luxury brand, newly revised and updated What
defines a luxury brand? Traditional wisdom suggests that it's one that's selective and
exclusive̶to such a degree that only one brand can exist within each retail category
(automobiles, fragrances, cosmetics, etc.). But this definition is inherently restrictive,
failing to take into account the way in which luxury brands today are increasingly
identified as such by their placement in stores and how consumers perceive them.
This revised and updated edition of Luxury Brand Management, the first
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comprehensive book on luxury brand management, looks at the world of branding
today. Written by two renowned insiders, the book builds on this new, broader
definition of luxury and examines more than 450 internationally known brands from
a wide range of industries. Packed with new information covering the financial crisis's
impact on luxury brands, and looking towards a new period of growth, the book
reconciles management, marketing, and creation with real-life examples and
management tools that the authors have successfully used in their professional
careers. Includes dedicated chapters focusing on each of the main functions of a
luxury brand, including brand creation, the complexity of managing brand identity,
the convergence of arts and brands, and much more Addresses the practical
functions that can make or break bottom lines and affect brand perception, such as
distribution, retailing, logistics, and licensing Focuses on brand life-cycle, brand
identity, and licensing issues A compelling and comprehensive examination of the
different dimensions of luxury management in various sectors, this new edition of the
classic text on brand management is essential reading for anyone working with or
interested in making the most of a luxury brand in the post-recession world.
This book provides a description of a number of institutional features of the U.S. labor
market and prompts an analytical debate about the origins of the institutions it
describes and their significance for the operation of the U.S. economic system.
Again and again, Latin America has seen the populist scenario played to an
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unfortunate end. Upon gaining power, populist governments attempt to revive the
economy through massive spending. After an initial recovery, inflation reemerges
and the government responds with wage an price controls. Shortages, overvaluation,
burgeoning deficits, and capital flight soon precipitate economic crisis, with a
subsequent collapse of the populist regime. The lessons of this experience are
especially valuable for countries in Eastern Europe, as they face major political and
economic decisions. Economists and political scientists from the United States and
Latin America detail in this volume how and why such programs go wrong and what
leads policymakers to repeatedly adopt these policies despite a history of failure.
Authors examine this pattern in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Nicaragua, and
Peru̶and show how Colombia managed to avoid it. Despite differences in how each
country implemented its policies, the macroeconomic consequences were
remarkably similar. Scholars of Latin America will find this work a valuable resource,
offering a distinctive macroeconomic perspective on the continuing controversy over
the dynamics of populism.
Slave Labor in Nazi Concentration Camps
Basic econometrics
Handbook of Research on Decision Sciences and Applications in the Transportation
Sector
Measurement Error in Nonlinear Models
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Algorithms, Methods, and Techniques
Distributions for Modeling Location, Scale, and Shape

The book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of
the 11th International Workshop on Knowledge Management
and Acquisition for Smart Systems and Services, held in
Daegue, Korea in August 2010 in conjunction with the Pacific
Rim International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, PRICAI
2010. The 26 revised full papers were selected from 94
submissions and are organized in topical sections on Machine
Learning, Data Mining, Knowledge Engineering & Ontology,
Incremental Knowledge Acquisition, KA Applications in Internet
and Mobile Computing and KA Applications in Multimedia and
Games.
This book helps the reader to identify how different
organizations in the context of diverse societies deploy their
resources and leverage their capabilities to achieve better
performance of its various labor skills, marketing, social
responsibility and management capacity. Intelligent Logistics
is a complex phenomenon that has become critical for
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companies to reach their development locally and
internationally. On the one hand, macro-factors and market
structure influence in business competitiveness, but also in a
regional or sector context. The internal aspects and the use of
various business tools contribute to the ability to create value
in an organization. It is of utmost importance to understand
the relevance of crucial aspects in the technological future that
should be known and implemented by the Z generation of its
incidence in the use of organizational models linked to
artificial intelligence. Every innovative aspect in the use of new
technologies for the distribution of goods and services will be
crucial in a globalized world. An avant-garde society will
require improved decision-making regarding Logistics 4.0 and
its implementation in our lives respecting the environment and
being sustainable together with invaluable principles of
generating tacit knowledge for future generations.
A Tribute to Pedro Gil
Knowledge, Learning and Dynamic Capabilities
Mutual Fund Shareholders
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instructor's manual
Crime Victims
Gender in the Labor Market
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